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What is GATE?

GATE is an INTERREG III C Network project with five partners working together to
challenge the perception of timber as traditional and old fashioned – helping to prove
it is a modern building material which can cut construction times, increase design
flexibility so providing major energy conservation and sustainability benefits.

Partners:
• Forestry Commission Wales – lead partner
• Chamber of Trade East Thuringia, Environment Centre
• Department of Wood Science, Ljubljana University, Slovenia
• Tourist Association of Communities “BOR”, Pomorskie, Poland
• Tartu Science Park, Estonia

Gaining Added value for Timber in Europe

Work on the GATE project focused on four themes that constrain the use

of timber in construction: changing perceptions, economic opportunities,

technical solutions and influencing policy. Each theme was led by one

partner and experiences were exchanged through newly created networks

across the European forestry sector. Summaries of the results of this joint

effort are contained in this report and full details can be found on the

project website at www.gate-project.org

GATE – increasing the use of timber in construction
GATE’s aim is to increase the use of timber in construction by addressing the policy,
perception, technical and economic barriers which limit its present use.

Adding value to timber across Europe has a vital role to play in supporting and
maintaining rural businesses and communities.

GATE looks at timber as both a major and minor component of construction – new
build and renovations; structural timber and appearance grade timber.

The project is providing the partner regions with the opportunity to share
knowledge and experience, build important inter-regional networks and influencing
regional policy.
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Sustainable Network
GATE has established an effective and sustainable
European network of partners and stakeholders.

Inter-Regional Seminars and Site Visits
A programme of meetings and visits in Thuringia,
Poland, Slovenia and Estonia with opening and
closing conferences held in Wales.

Knowledge Transfer
Stakeholders from across the partner regions
have seen timber activities across Europe,
providing valuable practical solutions to shared
problems.

Exchange Visits
The network has benefited from working with
European partners, breaking down cross-border
barriers and gaining greater understanding of each
other’s regions.

Improving the Sector in Wales
New linkages across the timber sector in Wales for
mutual benefit. Opportunities to see European
competition first hand. GATE input to the Wales
Woodland Strategy which now includes promotion
of wood for sustainable building.

Raising Awareness
GATE has been involved in numerous publicity
events in all regions including building shows,
trade fairs, seminars and stakeholder meetings

GATE Website
The GATE website www.gate-project.org was built
and will continue to be maintained by Forestry
Commission Wales as an ongoing source of
information.

Forestry Commission Wales profile
GATE has raised the profile of Forestry
Commission Wales within the timber sector in
Europe, with the European Commission via
Interreg and within Wales itself.

Project Management
Forestry Commission Wales now has the
experience and knowledge to develop and deliver
successful and complex inter-regional partnership
European projects.

Lessons Learned for the Future
Experience of EU financial and budgeting
requirements, communication and management
skills in running European projects means any
future projects will hit the ground running.

Wales
What we did, what we learnt

Lead partner Forestry Commission Wales took responsibility for

the overall strategy and development of the GATE project.

An innovative launch conference held in Aberystywth, Wales

set the agenda for the work programme on four main themes –

perception, policy, technical and economic – with the closing

conference ‘Timber for Tomorrow’s Europe’ bringing together the

lessons learned. The project team, led by Mike Over, has driven

the project forward, co-ordinating activities, ensuring outcomes

and providing cross border support where needed. The GATE web-

site, again managed by Wales, has built up into an impressive

library of reports, photographs and useful information.
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Thuringia, Germany
What we did, what we learnt

Perception – what people think about timber in construction – was
the specialist task given to The Chamber of Crafts, Trade
Cooperation Department, Environment Centre of Trade, Thuringia in
Germany.

‘European Timber Days’ – the first seminar held during the
project helped GATE stakeholders identify key areas standing in the
way of greater use of timber for building.
Those key issues are:
• People poorly educated about timber
• The perception of poor quality materials
• The perception that all timber products rot and shrink
• The perception of increased risk of fire

Having identified the challenges facing timber,
the Thuringia project team set about addressing
perception issues through a programme which
included documenting and publicising examples
of best practice, raising general awareness
amongst the public and providing specific
technical knowledge for architects and builders.

The key areas of activity included:
• Education – publicising exemplar projects
• Targeting architecture students
• Media coverage for all activities
• Demonstrations of the advantages of timber
• Promotion of accreditation schemes

Shared details of the research on durability and
flammability carried out across the GATE partner
regions were also promoted to various sectors.

The Chamber of Crafts began by creating a new
network of organisations and stakeholders – a
total of 12 in all – as well as supporting other
existing networks.

And through these networks the team delivered
seminars about timber construction, including:
• New building regulations in Thuringia
• Fire safety
• New timber related materials
• Requests from customers and technical

possibilities
• European timber architecture
• Protection of timber

A travelling exhibition – “Multi-storey
construction with wood in Thuringia and
Germany” including 12 specially commissioned
posters was shown at different venues across
the region in Leipzig, Munich and Jena

There was also a Students competition in
Thuringia – “Looking to the Future”, staged in
cooperation with other partners from local
networks.

Collaborative work is continuing across the
timber sector, using the networks developed
through the GATE project.
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What changed in our region during the GATE
Project?
The mental barrier to the use of wood in dwelling
houses – the opinion that it is not durable and a
low prestige material – is vanishing.

The technical barriers to construction are
changing, wooden house builders are starting to
accept the use of processed wood – panels,
plywood, glulam.

Economic barriers – work on a system of mass
wooden frame house construction has been
launched. The system promises significant cost
reduction in wooden house construction through
automation and mass production. Shorter build
times add to the cost savings.

What did the Tourist Association of
Communities achieve thanks to GATE?
• We introduced knowledge sharing through the

exchange of experiences and partner
cooperation

• We established networks with many
individuals and institutions from various EU
regions

• We were convinced of the benefits of
effective Partner Cooperation and this has
opened new opportunities for the future

• In Pomorskie and in Poland we took a
substantial step in accordance with the GATE
Project main goal to “Increase the use of
timber for construction”

Pomorskie, Poland
What we did, what we learnt

The Tourist Association of Communities “BOR” of Pomorskie,

Poland led the project’s work on looking at, and overcoming,

the economic barriers to the use of timber in construction. The

concept of affordable, standard wooden modular homes to

help solve Poland’s housing shortage was outlined at the

conference ‘Time for Timber in Europe’ in Gdansk. This was

the first time that the organisation had been involved in a

European project.
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Regional workshops
Regional workshops were organised under the umbrella
of GATE: Challenges in timber construction sector,
educated public and spread knowledge about glued
laminated timber. Participation in workshop: Adhesives
for timber industry and Timber houses.

Interregional conference and workshops
State of the art timber construction related to technical
issues and exchange of knowledge was discussed at
the ‘Changing technical barriers for timber in
construction’ conference.

Inter-regional seminar excursions
Stakeholders were shown traditional and modern
aspects of wood in construction in Slovenia with an
exchange of knowledge on pre-fabricated and solid
wood houses.

Cooperation with timber industry
Several meetings with wood industry and housing
sector from Slovenia raised awareness about
sustainable housing. Gaining added value for timber
with development of new products and introduction of
new technologies was also highlightighted.

Establishment of a Sustainable Network
A regional network of around 30 stakeholders has been
established.

Public Opinion Survey
Research indicates lack of knowledge about wooden
buildings. More than half the respondents agreed wood
is suitable for construction. Most respondents support

increased government spending on ecological building.
The survey provides valuable background for designing
wooden building promotional campaigns in future.

Promotion of wood
Promotion of wood and timber on several levels
(construction, furniture). Changing public perception
about timber houses by publications in newspapers,
technical and scientific journals.

Raising Awareness
With the emphasis on climate change, using wood as a
low carbon alternative to materials like steel, concrete,
aluminium and plastic.

Involvement of young people
The student photo competition provided the younger
generation with the opportunity to learn about
traditional timber construction in Slovenia and gain new
experiences. Two students joined the conference and
site visits, widening their knowledge and providing them
with an opportunity to gain some international contacts.

Exchange visits
Manja Kuzman from Slovenia visited Wales for 10 days
in August 2007 visiting: BRE in London, Forestry
Commission Wales, timber builders, Coed Cymru, and
several other places during the trip around Wales.

Case studies
Three case studies provided insight in Slovenian timber
construction sector, technical and perception issues
related to timber housing. Publication of the results as
technical papers helped to educate the public.

Slovenia
What we did, what we learnt

Ljubljana University, Slovenia took responsibility for the

technical component of the project, bringing together each

region’s individual discussions on how to find new solutions to

timber build at its conference “Building a New Europe – with

Timber”. Together the GATE team now has a comprehensive

library of all the latest developments across Europe of design,

processing and treatments that are making timber a real

alternative to steel, concrete and brick which it continues to

promote in each region.
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Policy – and how to make it work for wood
Stakeholders agreed a cross border plan for
making policy work for wood – working together
to create cluster groups of specialists who by
working co-operatively can achieve more than by
working individually.

A model from Thuringia was taken as the
basis for a template which could enable the
timber sector in all partner regions to drive
forward change. Cluster groups change the
perception of the industry, its image – and in
particular its value.

And with that new identity comes new
credibility – and with that comes the opportunity
to get greater influence on policy makers – both
politicians and administrators.

Making the most of timber
Estonia concentrated its GATE resources on
promoting timber to young people. Wooden
jigsaws, chairs and other colourfully painted
wooden products were used as the practical
basis for in school presentations.

It also co-organised the best wooden building
competition in Estonia, together with a number
of practical workshops for architectural students,
construction specialists and city planners on
various aspects of wood construction.

These resulted in the building of novel timber
structures which proved the versatility and
strength of timber.

And several study visits to Estonia were
organised for GATE project partners for mutual
learning and exchange of good practices.

Tartu, Estonia
What we did, what we learnt

Tartu Science Park was responsible for the development of

GATE activities in Tartu region and Estonia and also looked at

how policy – governmental and non-governmental could be

used to positively discriminate towards the use of timber at

it’s conference – ‘Timber a new Policy for Europe’. Partner

regions explained the different approaches used in attempting

to get a greater general acceptance of timber as a mainstream

method of building construction.
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GATE competitions across Europe have attracted
media attention – and helped to spread the word
about timber as a building material.

Design and photography competitions in
Slovenia, Thuringia, Estonia and Wales have
inspired young architects, builders and students to
think about wood as a modern material.

Franziska Keilwerth won a trip to Wales for her
entry in the Thuringian contest – ‘Zukunft
gestalten – mit Holz – Looking to the future – with
timber!’

Entrants were asked to draw sketches and
develop models for a training centre and sports
hotel in Erfurt.

Meanwhile there were five winners in the
Estonian competition for the “Best Wooden
Building in Estonia 2006”. There were different
categories for private houses, flat houses and
public buildings. Organised jointly by the GATE

team and the
Estonian
Association of
Forest Industries,
the competition
covered the whole
Estonia.

Wales’s Arwel
Owen took top
prize for his design
of an
environmentally
timber house –
and found himself giving interviews to Welsh
television and radio, as well as appearing in the
national press.

And Slovenia’s student photograph
competition, featuring the country’s traditional
timber hay racks, drew attention too.

Contacts
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GATE Project Manager
and contact for Wales:
Mike Over
Forestry Commission Wales
Victoria Terrace, Aberystwyth,
Ceredigion SY23 2DQ
Wales UK
+44 (0)845 604 0845
mike.over@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

Contact for Poland:
Hania Miszewska
Turystyczne Stowarzyszenie Gmin
Kociewsko - Borowiackich “BOR”
Biuro Zarzadu Kaliska
ul. Nowowiejska 2, 83-260 Kaliska,
Poland
(0048) 58 58 89 258
hanna.miszewska@chatakociewia.pl

Contact for Slovenia:
Milan Šernek
Dept. of Wood Science and Technology
Rozna dolina, c. VIII/34
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
+386 1 423 11 61 ext. 408
milan.sernek@bf.uni-lj.si

Contact for Estonia:
Rene Tonnisson
Tartu Science Park
Riia 181A, Tartu 51014, Estonia
+372 742 8725
rene@ibs.ee

Contact for Thuringia:
Ulf-Dieter Pitzing
Handwerkskammer für Ostthüringen,
Umweltzentrum
In der Schremsche 3, D-07407
Rudolstadt, Germany
+49 (0) 3672 377 180
pitzing@umweltzentrum.de

Making the news – GATE competitions
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